INTRODUCTION
The asymptotic Poisson nature of the upcrossings of a high level by a stationary normal process has been known for a considerable time (cf. f2] 3nd references therein). This result has been especially useful, in demonstrating that the maximum of such a normal process in a given time, has the asymptotic double exponential extreme value distribution. Conversely it is possible to show (as in [1] ) from this asymptotic distribution of the maximum, that the upcrossings of n high level by this stationary normal process, are approximately Poisson.
Because of these facts, one is led to suspect that the asymptotic Poisson nature of high level crossings is related closely to normality of the sequence, or at least to the occurrence of the double exponential asymptotic distribution of the maximum. This is not the case, however. In fact the Poisson property of high level upcrossings occurs in rather general circumstances and in combination with any of the three "extreme value distributions H according to the basic distributional properties of the p~ocess.
Some properties of this kind have been discussed for stationary sequences in [6] . As noted there, it is more natural, for a stationary sequence {~n : n = 1, 2 .
•. } to consider exceedances of a level u (i.e. instants n for which~n > u ) rather than strict upcpossings (i.e. instants n for which~n-1 < u <~n ), it being easily seen that these are asymptotically "equivalent" notions.
It was shown in [6] Ti,e conditions used apply most si~?ly an~naturally to the discrete parameter case consiclered here (as in [6~) . A later paper is planned to deal \'lith the corresponcing (but more com~lex) situation in continuous tir.e.
ASSUMPTIONS, NOTATIO~', AND BAS Ie RESUL1S
-
is a stationary sequence with finitẽe assume that {~n: n = 1, 2
Two depen~ence conditionS referred to as [6] are also relevant here.
n n
In fact the form of D(u )
n given here will be very slightly weaker than that used in (6] (but still sufficient for the proofs and results given there). Specifically i~{u } n is a sequence of real numbers we shall say that {~n} sc,-tisfies the condition
where a n,fI. is non-increasing in and where lim an k = 0 n-+<x> 'n for some sequence k + 00 , and such that n (l\!ote that if (2.1) ho1c!s for some a n,t -4- it is clearly possible to take a. n n,N to be non-increasing in t) .
Further the condition Di(U) is said to hold if
A discussion of these conditions may be found in [ 6J.
We are particularly concerned with sequences {un = Un(T)} satisfying
The question of definition of such sequences is mentioned in [6] . 
CONVERGENCE OF EXCEEDANCES TO A POISSON PROCESS
Throughout this section we assume that {~n} is a stationary sequence and that D(u ) , !J(u ) hold (u = u (T) satisfying 2.3)), for all T > {) n n n n For each n = 1, 2, ... , define a discrete parameter proces~n n(t) by stationarity. But it is easily seen that
for any fixed h > 0 , when n is large enough, and hence then -T (b+h-a) By Theorem 2.1, the outside terms have the respective limits e " e-T(b-a) , and since h is arbitrary we have the conclusion of the lemma. 
